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COVID-19 AND MOBILITY IN HRM
COVID-19 has greatly impacted just about everything we do
in our daily lives, including how we get around the region.
The mode share of walking, rolling, cycling, and transit have
shifted each time new restrictions were introduced or lifted.
Earlier this year, we began to see pedestrian volumes and
transit ridership increasing toward pre-pandemic levels, but
these have decreased since new restrictions were put in
place by Public Health. At the same time, cycling volumes are
exceeding pre-pandemic levels along key cycling corridors
like South Park Street.
Here are the pedestrian, cycling and transit statistics
comparing January, February & March 2021 to the same
months in 2019.
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Change in Traffic Volumes on the Harbour Bridges:

Bridge traffic volumes are almost back to pre-pandemic levels,
when we compare January, February and March 2021 to the same
months in 2019. However, traffic volumes during the morning and
afternoon peak periods are considerably less than what it used to
be pre-pandemic. Distributing traffic volume through the day and
reducing trips during peak times is one way to manage congestion
without investing in new infrastructure.
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Bridge traffic data was provided by Halifax Harbour Bridges. AM and PM peak data represent weekday
6-9am and 3-6pm, respectively.

For more information on the impact of COVID-19 on mobility
patterns, visit the COVID-19 Dashboard. This dashboard is updated
monthly with new data to give fresh insights into how mobility
patterns and behaviours shift over time.

Pedestrian volumes were provided by the Downtown Halifax Business Commission and Develop NS.

PERMANENT BIKE COUNTERS
Three new permanent bicycle counters were installed
in 2020 as part of our Active Transportation Data
Collection Strategy. The new counters were placed on
the Hollis Street Protected Bicycle Lane, the VernonSeymour Local Street Bikeway, and the Windsor Street
Bike Lanes. This brings the total number of permanent
bicycle counters in the region to five including those on
South Park Street and University Avenue.
The network of permanent counters provides detailed
hourly, daily, weekly, and monthly bicycle counts and
behaviour data that can be used to track cycling trends.
Installation of a sixth counter is planned for spring 2021
on the Dartmouth Harbourfront Greenway.
Ochterloney St. & Victoria Rd.
The municipality is currently building an IMP dashboard
that will report these bicycle counts. In the interim, data
from permanent bicycle counters is published by @
bikehfxstats daily on Twitter (private user not formally
affiliated with the municipality).

HOLLIS STREET - SOUTHBOUND

IMP ACTION ITEMS

IMP PROJECTS

The Integrated Mobility Plan (IMP), adopted by HRM Regional
Council in December 2017, is a priorities plan that informs the
municipality’s approach to mobility and land use planning. HRM
is in the midst of implementing the IMP’s 137 actions.

Planned IMP projects continued during COVID-19.
Here’s a sample of some of the work:
•
•
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COMPLETE

40

•

Continued planning for North
Preston & Woodside/Shearwater
AT corridors

•

Advanced pedestrian crosing lights (Leading Pedestrian
Intervals - LPI's) at 3 intersections
Upgraded crosswalk on Highway 2
at Oakleaf Cres
Coordinated with Operation
Lifesaver to raise awareness of
railway hazards at two selected
grade crossings

ON-GOING FOR THE
LIFE OF THE PLAN

•

47

IN PROGRESS

12

NOT STARTED

Communications consultant
onboarded for Moving Forward
Together Plan service changes
Transportation Standing
Committee (TSC) endorses
Student Transit Pass Pilot

•

What IMP Projects are up next?
•

Report expected from Aviva/MicroTraffic project which
will provide intersection video analytics to highlight "near
misses", assist with identifying potential problem areas
and inform a more pro-active approach to addressing road
safety. (Action 4)

•

•
•

Decide whether the municipality should assume
responsibility for maintaining aerotech connector multi-use
pathway. (Action 81)

Herring Cove sidewalks
Creation of a bus lane explanation video, similar to the IMP
videos (Action 55 & 58)

•

Complete construction of Dunbrack Active Transportation
Greenway from Walter Havill Drive to the Chain of Lakes
Trail at the path to Springvale (Milsom/ White Glove
Terrace) (Action 79)

•

Construction on Bayers Road between Coleman Court
and Connaught Avenue begins spring 2021 (Action 90)

•

Complete annual road safety report (Action 4)

•

•

Conduct an analysis of parking supply and demand to
determine parking needs around the universities (Action
136)

Installation of a pedestrian / cyclist counter on the
Dartmouth Harbourfront Greenway (Action 85)

•

Windsor Street Exchange Redevelopment – Stakeholder
and public engagement in April 2021 (Action 121, 122)

•

Convert on-street parking to commuter parking in June
2021. A small number of free hourly spaces are available
for short term visits In the area of Dartmouth General
Hospital (Action 136)

•

Herring Cove Road Functional Plan to Transportation
Standing Committee (TSC) in April 2021 and Regional
Council in May 2021 (Action 121)

•

Develop recommendation report to Council on a shared
micro-mobility program. (Action 88)

•

Spring Garden Road Streetscaping construction in Summer
2021 (Action 32, 37, 41 & 43) )

•

Install various tactical infrastructure projects (Action 48)

•

Present Municipal Design Guidelines, with a "complete
streets" approach, to Regional Council (Action 1)

ROUND UP FOR JANUARY - MARCH 2021
•

Continued Regional Plan review (Actions 14, 15, 16, 17,
20, 27, 28, 29)

•
•

•

•

•

•

Continued work on Multi modal – Lower Water Functional
Plan (Actions 121, 72)

Engaged Africville stakeholders about potential
community benefits associated with the Windsor Street
Exchange redevelopment (Action 122)

•

Awarded Bedford Highway preliminary design, which builds
on the Council approved Functional Plan (Windsor Street
Exchange to Kearney Lake Road (Action 121)

Developed Council report and recommendations for
crossing of Highway 101 at the Beaverbank exit in Lower
Sackville (Action 83)

•

Completed shared micro-mobility report. Participation
in HRM/PNS regulatory co-ordination project to enable
e-scooters. (Action 88)

Completed a revised Terms of reference for the Strategic
Joint Regional Transportation Committee (joint committee
between Halifax Port Authority, NS Transportation and
•
Active Transit, Halifax Harbour Bridges and HRM (Action 13)
Participated in a Transportation Association of Canada
study “Developing Highly Qualified Personnel for Road
Authorities: A Gap and Solutions Analysis in the Era of
Connected and Automated Vehicles.” (Action 127)
Continued work on Cole Harbour Road - Portland Street
functional study which includes AT crossing of Highway 111
and transit priority (Action 83)

Conducted an analysis of parking supply and demand
to determine parking needs in the Dartmouth General
Hospital area. Commuter parking to be added. (Action
136)

•

Collision data added to municipal Open Data (Action 4)

•

Rewrote By-law P1200 to reflect curbside priority chart
– updates included P1200 permit types - new contractor
permit approved by Regional Council in January 2021
(Action 129)

HALIFAX REGIONAL TRAILS ASSOCIATION - MAKING CONNECTIONS
Volunteer community groups are responsible for the construction, operation and maintenance of about 66%
of HRM’s 200 km network of multi-use pathways for walking, bicycling and rolling. Almost twenty groups have
made it possible for residents to explore places as diverse as the Mastadon Trail (linking Carrolls Corner to Dutch
Settlement), Sackville Lakes Provincial Park, trails linking the Cole Harbour basin through to the Eastern Shore,
and the Halifax to Lunenburg rails to trails corridor.
Action 80 of the IMP called for an updated municipal approach to fund these groups. Council approved
Administrative Order 2020-011-ADM in September 2020 and the first new grants will be awarded in 2021. Action
79 of the IMP identified priority corridors for planning and construction. One major success was the seven km
Gaetz Brook Greenway on the Eastern Shore, built by the Shore Active Transportation Association in 2019 with
about 50% funding from the municipality. More projects are being planned by community groups, including a
corridor connecting Dartmouth, through Fall River, to Elmsdale.
Check out this recent Planifax video on how these groups contribute to the development and maintenance of
these pathways. Thank you to all the volunteers who are building and operating these amazing facilities and
making our municipality a better place to live.

BEECHVILLE LAKESIDE TIMBERLEA TRAIL
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ROUND UP FOR JANUARY - MARCH 2021 CONTINUED
•

Ordered equipment for 2021/22 Rectangular Rapid
Flashing Beacons (RRFB) installations. (Action 4)

•

Results of Fall 2020 monitoring are being used to support
project planning as well as modifications to existing
facilities where required. Included Vernon Street and Allan
Street Local Street Bikeways (Action 86)

•

Continued to use traffic control features (e.g. Rectangular
Rapid Flashing Beacons at crosswalks, leading pedestrian
intervals and pedestrian countdown signals at signalized
intersections) as part of pilot projects to monitor their
effectiveness in enhancing pedestrian safety. (Action 4)

•

Conducted public engagement for Woodside-Shearwater
and North Preston Active Transportation trails options.
(Action 79)

•

Drafted initial scoping for rural sewer, water and public
mobility study. (Action 16)

HERRING COVE ROAD (HCR) NEW BIKE LANE & SIDEWALK (Action 69)
In 2020, significant upgrades were completed
on a 700m section of Herring Cove Road
extending south from Sylvia Avenue.
Key features included:
•

700m of new sidewalks & buffered
unidirectional bicycle lanes

•

Sidewalk extension on both sides of the
road

•

Grassy boulevards with street trees help to
visually narrow roadway & reduce vehicular
speed along this section.

•

Upgrade of pedestrian crosswalk to
include RA-5 flashing beacons.

•

Future connectivity with sidewalks & bike
lanes proposed as part of Herring Cove
Road Corridor Study (recently approved by
Council).

These improvements fill a longstanding
gap in the network and improve pedestrian
connectivity and transit accessibility in a high
density residential area, and will be further
enhanced by future connectivity proposed as
part of the Herring Cove Road Functional Plan.
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